Coach Rex

Favourite Drill 
Puck Control
Commands

By Rex Tucker
One of my favorite drills for teaching a player moving puck
control is the puck control commands drill. With this drill, I
randomly place 20  30 pylons in the neutral zone. I shout
out a command, explain the key teaching points and demo
the skill, then have the player perform the skill around different
pylons. I switch up the command every 20  30 seconds.
Puck control commands can include the following:
* Slalom

 Both half speed and full speed

* Fake Left  go right
* Fake Right  go left
* Toe Drag
* Figure 8  glide and crossover turns
* Full 360 turns  Both forehand and backhand
* Forward to Backward Pivots
* Backward to Forward Pivots
This drill allows for a variety of puck control moves and skill
development.
The average Calgary minor hockey player will only handle
the puck 10  20 seconds in a game. However, with this 10
minute puck control drill, factoring in a rest to work ratio of 1
to 1, a player will handle the puck for 5 minutes, or 300
seconds the equivalent of 15 to 30 minor league games!
Yes, playing games are fun but good practice drills greatly
enhance hockey technical skill development such as puck
control.

Variety is the very spice of life,
that gives it all its flavour

- William Cowpen

Lateral Crossovers
Cont. from 7
Keys:
1. Read attack and make defensive decision how to
counteract.
Puck passed up and out of oppositions zone on
your side.
1.1 Reaction required:
OF-1 sprung loose wide in Neutral Zone
1.2 Situ priority for you to engage/control F-1 ASAP.
This means closing quickly without losing control
Quickly means containment of opposition as
immediately/early as possible
2. Engagement with either backward skating or pivot
and forward skate is secondary option; the long
swoop, Fskt or Bskt to angle off the attack to the
boards will give up too much ice.
2.1 By using Lateral Crossovers in perpendicular path
to the wall gives you speed to position yourself to
control the attacking puck carrier; your D-Partner
now has full to support you, responsibility to cover
your back, his first focus is their F-2.
2.2 NB D-1 starting at mid ice or less should
generate enough speed in three crossover steps to
segue via pivot into back or forward skating mode,
whatever gives him best control of the situation at
that time.
Note 1: As you see, Lateral Crossover Drills provide
enough drive in three to four crossovers. The key is
keeping the shoulders and hips squared to the front
with eyes focused on the attack coming at you. The
type of pivot out from laterals will depend on
maintenance of controlling the attack and where, when
and how you will stop it, derail it, or simply stay in a
passive control mode. Key that affects all throughout
is bringing the knee straight up, directly in front, level
with the hip. (The large leg bone  the femur  parallel
to the ice).
Note 2: For training purposes, degrees of difficulty are
extending the number of cross overs from three to four,
to six to eight, to across the ice depending on the
players skill level. Always travel both ways to train
left and right muscles. Various transitions from lateral
to forward or backward are a must.
Note 3: Another must to increase the degree of
difficulty is to mix in high tempo knees up (running
laterally or in one spot).
Note 4: Too much inside/outside skate and inside/
outside edges will be very befuddling to the students.
KISS is the best rule here. Once youve cross over
with a high knee movement, in coming down and
placing that skate on the ice, it will come down at the
right angle. Note that the other (support) leg will
instinctively find its inside edge grip the ice.
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